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Details of Visit:

Author: AyrtonSenna2702
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 28 Jan 2014 17:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

HOD SK - hosted by the ever teasing and rather gorgeous maid, Rhianna.
Clean and perfect location for the task ahead...

The Lady:

Its a very nice experience when the girl actually looks even better than her photos and this was the
case today.
Maggie is a tall, leggy, fit, sexy girl. Gorgeous face, firm abs, tanned with enhanced tits that looked
very good..

The Story:

I'd wanted to see Maggie for sometime but she is not usually in South Ken. I was looking forward to
this in my attempt to create a distraction for my mind and body after slightly falling for another
Divine girl… would it work?

I showered but put my jeans back on. Maggie arrived in very high heels and lingerie. I explained I
wanted a slightly harder PSE experience, to cum once at the end and for her to cum at least once.
She was very friendly but with a dirty twinkle always in her eye and voice. This girl was seriously
sexy.

We began with kissing and touching and soon Maggie was feeling me top as much as was her - I
couldn't keep my hands off that killer body. She pushed me back on the bed and started to work my
cock through the jeans until unbuttoning them tp get her hands and lips all over it. All the time,
coming up for kissing and allowing me to feel her now naked (heels and stocking still on) body.

OWO then I began RO on her and passed her a powerful little vibrator I had brought and told her to
use on herself at the same time. This had the right affect; she loved it and pretty much kept it in use
on and off. I think we did some 69 and then I worked on her to bring her close to cumming; her
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moaning was building up and she was wet; combination of RO and the vibrator worked well - but
just as she was about to, I stopped. She sort of begged to finish!

Mac on, I then flipped her over and went for some doggy and then hard and deep mish. Now she
began to cum again and I kept going until she did. It was fantastic to see this very leggy, hard
bodied sexy girl cumin whilst kissing her and fucking her really hard.

She then turned on me; more OWO, lots of spit and dirty talk (at my request) and I asked if she
would ride me cowgirl until I came. She did and the sight of her on top, with her doing most of the
work, still in those stockings and heels with that tight figure, tits bouncing, was really quite amazing.
I held her arms behind her back in this position and she seemed to enjoy that slight more firm
approach.

Heading towards 40 mins she started to get me into trouble (but in a good way!) and asked me if I
wanted to finish with CIM - I couldn't wait! Maggie, sucking my cock, spit and talking dirty as I came
in her beautiful mouth. Amazing.

We had a nice chat about where she lived in Poland as well as naughty weekends in Ibiza as we
cleaned up. No clock watching at all, I left a few mins late after a shower a very very happy man. I
can always tell when I am thinking about the punt hours later.

Maggie clearly likes good long hard sex and I was very very happy to oblige. I think she could do
sweet GFE as much as PSE, all credit to her.

As to the goal of breaking the spell cast by another Divine princess (you know who you are) ? Well
it did for about two hours and then - luckily for me - I'm back under again… (seeing her next week…. )
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